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ABSTRACT
The explosive growth and rapid proliferation of smartphones and other mobile
devices that access data over communication networks has necessitated advocating
and implementing security constraints for the purpose of abetting safe computing.
Remote data access using mobile devices is particularly popular among students at
institutions of higher education. To ensure safe harbor for constituents, it is
imperative for colleges and universities to establish, disseminate, and enforce
mobile device security artifacts, where artifacts is defined as policies, procedures,
guidelines or other documented or undocumented protocols. The purpose of this
study is to explore the existence of, specific content of, and the general current state
of published mobile device artifacts at higher education institutions. Results show
that such artifacts are only sparsely available through public university websites,
and even when available, rarely address mobile device security specifically.
KEYWORDS: mobile device, security, higher education

INTRODUCTION
The growth of mobile devices, including smartphones, tablets, gaming consoles,
and e-readers has rapidly increased in recent years (Harris & Patten, 2014). Ericson
(2015) predicts that smartphone usage will double to 6.1 billion subscriptions and
total mobile devices in use will reach 9.2 billion units by 2020. The most popular
operating systems for mobile devices are Google’s Android OS and Apple’s iOS,
which account for 62% and 25% of the world market respectively (StatCounter,
2015). The app markets associated with these platforms are amassing exponentially.
Apple’s App Store has nearly 2 million apps and is increasing at a rate of 1000 apps
per day (IBT, 2015). Google’s Google Play market has 1.8 million apps and is also
hastily swelling (Statista, 2015).
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In juxtaposition with this precipitous growth in mobile devices and associated apps
are the intensifying concerns as to the security of these devices, particularly with
regard to the malware that may be installed on them. The total number of malware
variants for mobile devices is near 8.5 million samples as of mid-2015 and that
number is rising at a rate of over 1 million new variants per quarter (McAfee, 2015).
A primary target for mobile malware is user login credentials, which are stolen and
used for accessing the victim’s finances and email, as well as other personal
information (Kaspersky, 2015a). Nearly 30% of mobile users know little or nothing
about mobile malware (Kaspersky, 2015b), and therefore, are readily susceptible to
such cyberattacks. In spite of this, many users fail to institute even the simplest of
precautions, such as activating user authentication for device access (Kaspersky,
2015b).
Given the undeniable explosion and rapid proliferation of smartphones and other
mobile devices coupled with their persistent, commonplace use, organizations must
exercise vigilance in mobile device security. This necessity envelops not only
commercial enterprises, but also institutions of higher education, which are a
stomping ground for a nomadic population of fearless and voracious consumers of
bleeding edge technology. College campuses face a challenging dilemma.
Institutions of higher education pose increased temptation and increased security
risk for these institutions “possess a large volume and variety of sensitive
information on a wide range of individuals, and demands for this information are
growing (Cate, 2006).” Mobile devices, particularly smartphones, inarguably have
a powerful and significant presence on campuses and are used not just for social
interaction (Gikas and Grant, 2013), but also increasingly so for access to academic
material, submission of work, online research, and for financial transactions.
Furthermore, these devices, even more so than desktop PCs (Wong et al., 2015),
are used for surfing on and interacting with websites, where a variety of security
breaches including cross-site scripting (Hydara et al., 2015; Johns, 2014) can occur.
This substantial usage and penetration into mainstream daily life renders knowledge
of and adherence to appropriate security measures and practices imperative. To help
protect the rich assortment of sensitive data, colleges and universities must publish
mobile security artifacts, where artifacts is defined as policies, procedures,
guidelines or other documented or undocumented protocols that clearly address use,
connectivity, access, etc. of any and all mobile devices. In this research, policies
are seen as mandatory practices that must be followed and guidelines are seen as
suggested practices that should garner adherence. Many organizations employ
centralized software, such as mobile device management (MDM), that enforces
various security covenants on mobile devices that connect to important
organizational systems. In a university setting, this is often accomplished at the time
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a user connects to the university WiFi or at the time a user adds a university account,
such as an email account, to their mobile device. Relying on MDM for security,
some organizations forego establishing published security policies directed at end
users. Instead, these organizations often implement internal mobile security policies
focused on the security staff that manages MDM, as suggested by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Souppaya, 2013). However, the
stark reality that must be addressed is that a plethora of higher education users
connect to systems that do not fall within the purview of MDM, including
educational learning systems akin to Blackboard. Furthermore, users often forward
university email to personal email accounts and use web-based portals to register
for classes and view grades. These multifarious methods of accessing sensitive
higher education data from mobile devices essentially circumvent MDM control.
The necessity of clearly enumerated artifacts for mobile device security is
indisputable. While the specific enforcement of pedantic adherence to any such
artifacts will surely prove onerous, especially for personal devices without MDM,
organizations should nonetheless make concerted efforts to at least avail such
artifacts to their user communities. The purpose of this study, then, is to explore the
existence of, specific content of, and the general current state of published mobile
device artifacts at higher education institutions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a
contextual background and vets the current research within the context of previous
literature. The following section enumerates essential facets of mobile device
security artifacts. Then, we develop our research questions regarding the existence
and specific constitution of security artifacts in institutions of higher education. We
also develop our research hypotheses stemming from the research questions. The
next section outlines our research methodology for the selection of participant
colleges and universities. Our results and associated discussions follow. Finally, we
offer conclusions and directions for future research in this area.

CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Perhaps no prior technology has more expediently and more universally and
pervasively usurped the landscape than mobile technology. Mobile technology
includes phones, tablets, personal digital assistants (PDAs), gaming consoles, and
e-readers (Harris & Patten, 2014). Through decades of refined iterations, these
devices have become so powerful, sophisticated, and versatile that they can
oftentimes be used in lieu of laptops and desktops for many routine tasks including
email, internet surfing, online purchasing, and online banking (Shaikh &
Karjaluoto, 2015). It is expected that by 2020, “90 percent of the world’s population
over six years old will have a mobile phone (Fried, 2014).” To capitalize on this
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trend, a large base of software applications has been established specifically for
these devices. However, these applications and their associated hardware devices
“require extremely high levels of security and privacy protection to prevent
fraudulent or unauthorized use (Gragnaniello et al, 2015).”
Several security measures have been implemented to protect mobile devices (Hu et
al., 2011; Olalere, 2015) and data sharing, particular in the context of cloud
computing (Kumar, 2014; Li, 2013). At a minimum, protection is available in the
conventional form of user login id and password to gain access. More sophisticated
security implementations include biometric evaluation for access (Chen et al.,
2012). For example, Apple began implementing fingerprint ID for access to its
iPhone 5 and continued such security scrutiny for all successive iPhone models.
Biometric systems, which take advantage of physical or behavioral traits of the user
– e.g., voice, keystroke dynamics, gait, signature, fingerprint, palm print, hand
geometry, vein pattern, face, ear, iris, and retina (Unar et al., 2014) – help to enforce
security with minimal invasiveness to the user and hence, minimize erroneous
input. According to Kharif (2015), “by 2020, half of e-commerce transactions over
mobile devices will be authenticated using biometrics.” However, even biometric
systems have their shortcomings. In response to the fragility of biometric security
systems, Gragnaniello et al., (2014) propose a very-low complexity iris liveness
detector to thwart malicious attacks intended to surpass iris detection security
protocols. Mira et al., (2015) also use human irises for biometric identification
while Ntantogian et al., (2015) propose a two-factor authentication scheme based
on gait, which can be observed unobtrusively. Fingerprint image security is
explored in (Hsiao, 2015) and an algorithm is proposed to circumvent brute-force
attacks.
Despite the substantial security hazards associated with the massive exposedness
of personally owned mobile devices, colleges are abound with students employing
such technological gadgetry for daily activities and all the while, being remiss in
their security practices (Jones & Chin, 2015; Kim, 2014; Padilla-Meléndez et al.,
2013; Mensch & Wilkie, 2011; Jones & Heinrichs, 2012; Shropshire et al., 2015;
Jones et al., 2014) and in the online exposure of personal privacy (Harris & Chin,
2016; Furnell & Phippen, 2012; Kelly & Rowland, 2000; Marett et al., 2015; Wu
et al., 2012; Harris et al., 2016a; Harris et al., 2016b). Technology has become so
pervasive and integrated into curriculum that using electronic devices is essential
for access to academic resources such as Blackboard and online coursework,
particularly since curriculums of higher education are increasingly incorporating
new methods of teaching and learning that are based on mobile access (Minaie et
al., 2011), including collaborative and open learning (Liao et al., 2015). This level
of amalgamation of technology and instruction has been shown to be vital to
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learning and comprehension. The Campus-Class-Technology (CCT) Theory, for
example, attempts to “explain the relationships between student engagement and
technology theoretically (Gunuc & Kuzu, 2015).” That is, does the infusion of
technology into the learning process enhance student interest and involvement, and
therefore, yield more effective learning? Gunuc & Kuzu (2015) conducted an
empirical study to test the CCT theory and determine the influence of technology
on student engagement. They concluded that the use of technology such as laptop,
internet, tablet PC, interactive whiteboard, smartphone, and slideware
presentations, in class and out of class increased student engagement. Another study
explored the role of mobile technology for mobile-learning, or m-learning, in higher
education and concluded that mobile technology can “complement and add value”
to the current learning models (Motiwalla, 2007).
Given the ubiquitous inhabitance of mobile devices and their unmitigated
infiltration into academia, institutions of higher education must establish concise
and exhaustive mobile security policies and then, must actively adjudicate
compliance from the university community. While previous research establishes
that managing information security is critically important (Nazareth & Choi, 2015),
mobile security policies in higher education are only sparsely existent (Ismail &
Zainab, 2013), and even then, are typically embedded in general security policies
and fail to clearly disseminate guidance on mobile security practices. Doherty et
al., (2009) recognized this gap and critically examined information security policies
for both structure and content and concluded that policies, when in existence, are
rather diverse, disparate, and lacking in standards. Furnell and Phippen (2012)
evaluated privacy policies in terms of their presentation and complexity and
determined that such policies lack standardization and are rather difficult to
understand. Knapp et al., (2009) surveyed certified information security
professionals to propose an information security policy process model to help
identify key external and internal factors that can impact organizational security
process.
The purpose of the current study is to explore the availability and ready accessibility
of mobile device security artifacts at institutions of higher education. In addition, if
such artifacts are successfully located, we delve into the intricacies of these artifacts
to determine the specific issues addressed, and the alignment of these issues with
those recommended in the contemporary research literature for such artifacts. These
mobile security artifacts are of particular importance for their purpose is to
propagate dogma and meticulously guide the online behavior of college students,
who represent a segment of the population that is generally pioneering and zealous
adopters of mobile technology. Students use mobile technology to interact socially
through email, text and social media sites, including Facebook and Instagram, and
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for personal activities including banking and other financial transactions.
Therefore, it is vitally important to “protect their information and systems from
possible security attacks (Kim, 2014).”

MOBILE SECURITY ARTIFACTS
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) issued a draft paper
discussing the normative content of mobile device security artifacts (Souppaya,
2013). According to this document, organizations should utilize a centralized
management system, such as mobile device management (MDM) to forcibly secure
mobile devices that connect to sensitive networks or data. However, MDM can only
force security artifacts on mobile devices under certain circumstances, such as when
the device attempts to access university WiFi, a university account is added to the
device, or the device is otherwise registered with the university. But MDM does not
account for mobile devices that access sensitive data through other means, such as
web portals. Getting these non-MDM controlled mobile devices secured needs to
be done through other mechanisms. One such mechanism is to publish mobile
security artifacts that users can use on their own to better secure their devices.
The following list of mobile device security considerations was adapted from Harris
& Patten (2014). These security considerations are the minimum of what we expect
to find published and available at higher education institutions.
(1) Do not jailbreak or root the device.
(2) Use a passcode or passphrase.
(3) Use inactivity timeout/autolock.
(4) Apply operating system updates regularly (or auto-apply).
(5) Encrypt data on devices.
(6) Use VPN (or other specified access) when accessing sensitive data over any
non-secure network.
(7) Install antivirus/spyware software. Antivirus is not available for iOS devices.
(8) Use backup software for device data.
(9) Install data wipe software with the capability to erase data on lost or stolen
devices.
(10) Avoid storing usernames, passwords, and pins on the device.
(11) Do not click on links in text messages and emails or open attachments from
unknown sources.
(12) Beware of applications that request more permissions than necessary.
(13) Avoid untrusted third-party markets or developers.
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The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) also publishes a list of 10 steps
to smartphone security (FCC, 2015). The list was compared to the items above and
two new items emerged, creating a total of 15 mobile device security artifacts.
(14) Factory reset devices before donating, selling, or recycling.
(15) Report a stolen device.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES
College students use their mobile devices for such activities as emailing, viewing
course management software screens, and paying fees and other bills due their
university. Professors and other university staff routinely access course
management software and if hacked, run the risk of unauthorized alterations to
student grades with the possible exposure of confidential student information,
which may constitute a violation of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) (Family, 2015). Administrators and their assistants have access to even a
broader variety of sensitive data. If any of these parties access university data via a
mobile device that has been compromised with malware a priori, the data they
access as well as all system-wide data they have access to may be compromised.
Personal phones belonging to these employees may also be lost or misplaced. These
devices may house confidential data or have pin numbers and passwords coded on
them for automated access to sensitive university data. Lost phones are cited as the
top concern of the Security for Business Innovation Council – a team composed of
Global 1000 information security leaders (BYOD, 2015). Yet another security issue
is the assessment of data breach exposure on unmanaged BYODs. To quote Dave
Martin, Vice President and CSO at Hopkinton, Massachusetts-based EMC Corp.,
“It comes down to losing control of your data. When email is retrieved and opened
on a BYOD, I lose visibility into data access. In a phishing attack, I’d have no idea
it even happened and I [would] lose any chance of [forensic investigation] (BYOD,
2015).”
Universities are also not immune to such dangers. An important feature of any riskmanagement strategy includes having a stated artifact (What’s, 2011; Every, 2015)
specifically in this case, a mobile device security artifact. However, a brief
investigation in 2009 (Jones and Heinrichs, 2010) showed a glaring lack of such
artifacts at universities. Since that time, there has been an explosion in the
technology; one study, for example, found that in Spring 2009, approximately 47%
of college students had smartphones and by Spring 2014 this percentage had
jumped to 90% (Jones & Chin, 2015).
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The enormous growth in mobile device usage, in juxtaposition with the immense
risks associated with the improper use of this technology, leads us to the following
research questions:
RQ 1: Do most universities have mobile device security artifacts published online?
RQ 2: What security considerations do university mobile device security artifacts
address?
One might expect that IT departments in large universities have more funds
available than smaller institutions, and therefore, have more personnel available for
tasks such as writing and monitoring data security plans. They also tend to have a
greater number of student users, which could raise more of an IT security concern.
With their larger budgets, greater student numbers, availability of IT personnel, and
most likely, more expertise than the smaller schools, we would expect to find more
national universities with mobile device security artifacts online than regional
universities, and furthermore, we would expect to find that their artifacts are more
complete. Therefore, we posit the following:
H1: Mobile device security artifacts will be more readily available for national
institutions than for regional institutions.
H2: Mobile device security artifacts of national institutions will list more security
artifacts than those of regional institutions.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A stratified random sample of 50 national and 50 regional universities was selected
from U.S. News and World Report’s 2015 Best College Ranking (Best, 2015).
National Universities are those that offer a “full range of undergraduate majors,
plus masters and doctoral programs, and emphasize faculty research. National
Liberal Arts Colleges focus almost exclusively on undergraduate education. They
award at least 50 percent of their degrees in the arts and sciences (How, 2014).”
Regional Universities rarely have doctoral programs and may offer some masters
degrees, but the focus is on their broad scope of undergraduate degree programs.
Regional Colleges, like National Liberal Arts colleges, focus on undergraduate
education, but do not grant 50% or more of their degrees in liberal arts disciplines
(How, 2014).
For convenience, the sample was selected from ranked schools only. To select
schools from the list, the rankings of the national universities and national liberal
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arts colleges were put in one numeric listing (national universities, in rank order,
followed by national liberal arts colleges in rank order) and a random number
generator (http://random.org/sequences) was used to select 50 random numbers
between one and 379 for the 379 ranked national universities. The process was
repeated for the 634 ranked regional universities and regional colleges.
According to the U.S. Digest of Education Statistics, there were 3,026 4-year
institutions in 2012-2013 (Digest, 2015). Assuming this number approximates the
2015 count, we sampled 3.3% of all 4-year institutions. The U.S. News and World
Report ranked 1,365 of these schools, omitting those that do not use SAT or ACT
test scores in admissions, too few respondents to the peer assessment survey, fewer
than 200 students, no first-year students, and a few other reasons. We saw a total of
1,054 schools ranked online; the difference between this number and the “1,365
ranked schools” claimed on the website is presumably due to the fact that U.S.
News has a “Rank Not Published” designation included in their 1,365 but not
actually ranked online (How, 2014). Of the 1,054 published rankings, our sample
of 100 represents about 9.5%.
The vast majority of schools did not have a set of security artifacts specifically for
mobile devices (schools who stated that their technology security artifacts covered
mobile devices were considered to have a mobile device artifact). When no
reference to a mobile device security artifact could be found, the search continued
to see if at least a set of computer security artifacts was published online by that
university. If this search also failed to produce the desired results, the search
continued for computer usage artifacts. In one national university instance, viewing
computer artifacts online required a password; therefore, this school was deleted
from the sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Research Question 1: Do most universities have mobile device security artifacts
published online?
As stated previously, the authors looked first for any specific mention of mobile
device security, whether this was contained in a separate artifact or as part of an
overall technology security artifact. Out of the 99 schools searched, only 16 (16%)
addressed the mobile device issue in any type of security artifact statement (Table
1). Ten of these were national universities and the other six were regional
institutions. The answer to the research question appears to be “very few.”
National
Regional
Total
Universities
Universities
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Observed
10

Observed
6

Found mobile device artifact
16
No mobile device artifact, but found
13
9
22
computer security artifact
No mobile device artifact, no
computer security artifact, but found 13
14
27
published computer usage artifact
No mobile device artifact, no
computer security artifact, no 13
21
34
computer usage artifact found
Total
49*
50
99
*One not usable in the sample of 50 because that school required a password to
view its online policies.
Table 1: Results
In 2009, Doherty et al. reviewed online technology artifacts of universities in
several countries (Doherty et al., 2009). Their search included “mobile device
security” and they found that 11 of the 61 (18%) university technology artifacts
reviewed mentioned mobile security. Their published work did not offer a
breakdown by country, and therefore, a direct comparison to our study cannot be
made. Nevertheless, it is clear that the situation has not improved greatly, if at all,
from 2009. All the while, growth in mobile device usage has expanded.
Perhaps such a stammering lack of mobile device artifacts should come as no
surprise, given that approximately one-third of the universities sampled had no
technology artifacts whatsoever in place. They did not even have a usage artifact
available online. A usage artifact (Doherty et al., 2011) is one where basic rules are
stated such as the disallowance of illegal activities, pornography, harassment,
hacking, introducing malicious software, fraud etc. on the university network
and/or computing facilities.
Research Question 2: What security considerations do university mobile device
security artifacts address?
From the online artifacts reviewed, we created a detailed list of the security artifacts
found, which appears in table 2 below. The artifact features presented in this table
are sorted by the number of policies in which they appear. The artifacts in bold are
the fifteen minimum mobile security artifacts previously determined and listed
above. The most important safety features are passcode, encrypted data storage, and
the use of a timeout/autolock feature where the phone locks down after a period of
inactivity and requires a passcode before it can be used again. Many policies
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instructed users to contact the IT department if their phone was lost, stating that it
might be necessary to remotely wipe data off of the phone. One artifact simply
suggested that users remotely wipe all of the data on a lost phone. Another common
suggestion was for users to set their phones to automatically apply system updates
if the phone was not already preset to do so.
Mobile Device
National Universities Regional Universities Overall
Security
Total
Total
Total
Artifacts
Use passcode
9
5
14
Encrypt data
7
5
12
Use inactivity
timeout/autolo
ck
5
3
8
What to do
when phone
lost or stolen
4
3
7
Apply
operating
system
updates
regularly (or
auto-apply)
4
3
7
Comply with
data security
restrictions
applicable to
data stored
4
3
7
Keep
physically
secure
4
2
6
Activate 'find
my
phone'
feature
or
app/engrave
contact info
4
2
6
Do not share
password
or
use one easily
guessed
2
3
5
Enable
the
ability
to 4
1
5
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remotely wipe
data
Use
antivirus/spyware
software
Use VPN (or
other specified
access) when
accessing
sensitive data
over any nonsecure
network
Increasing
delay/lock out
after incorrect
attempts OR
require/recom
mend
automatic wipe
after so many
failed attempts
Do not store
sensitive
university data
on device
Disable
wireless
networking
features not in
use (Bluetooth,
WiFi)
No
jailbreaking or
rooting
Be sure app
should have
permissions it
is requesting
before
granting them

Volume 25, Number 3 2016

3

2

5

3

2

5

5

0

5

3

1

4

4

0

4

3

1

4

2

1

3
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Either use a
secure
password
manager or do
not
store
usernames,
passwords,
pins, etc. on
device.
Use
backup
software for
device data
Includes
FAQ/instructio
ns for user
Do not click on
links in text
messages and
emails or open
attachments
from
unknown
sources
Do
not
download
third-party
applications
from Internet
sources
you
are not sure
you can trust
(third-party
developers)
Document
serial # and
IEME # of your
device
When
connecting to
public WiFi,
use
only

Volume 25, Number 3 2016

2

1

3

2

1

3

3

0

3

1

1

2

2

0

2

1

1

2

2

0

2
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known,
encrypted,
passwordprotected
networks
Rather than use
null, set new
password when
establishing
connection via
Bluetooth
The policy will
be "applied to
device"
(download? By
IT in person?)
Change
passcode
at
least once/year
Use two-factor
authentication
on the device if
available
Do not get
device
from
third-party
stores
Remove
university data
not being used
Remove/uninst
all
apps,
services
not
necessary for
performing
assigned work
duties
Disable autojoin of newly
discovered

Volume 25, Number 3 2016

2

0

2

1

1

2

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1
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wireless
networks
Wipe clean or
factory reset
when
disposing of
the device
1
0
Only approved
devices can be
used (mainly,
which
Operative
System
version)
1
0
Table 2: Features Present in Mobile Device Security Artifacts

1

1

Many security artifacts categorized data based on its sensitivity, which shows users
which artifacts to consider most important. Security artifacts also often mentioned
the methods by which users need to keep mobile devices secure including: have
unshared passwords, activate the ‘find my phone’ feature to aid in tracking the
phone in the unfortunate event of loss or misplacement and use VPN or other
secured network access. In addition to the above research questions, the following
hypotheses were evaluated:
H1: Mobile device security artifacts will be more readily available for national
institutions than for regional institutions. (NOT SUPPORTED)
Table 3 below summarizes the number of mobile device artifacts found. Only 10
security artifacts were located for national institutions out of the sample of 49 (there
may have been 11 as one school required a password to view artifacts and had to
be dropped from the sample); the sample of 50 regional schools produced only six
mobile device artifacts. The Pearson’s Chi-Square test run to determine whether or
not this amounted to a significant difference concluded the difference was not
significant (p=.026). What is significant is the miniscule quantity of artifacts that
are in existence and readily available online.
National
Universities
Observed
Mobile device artifacts located 10
(7.92)
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6
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[0.55]
No mobile device artifacts 39
found
(41.08)
[0.11]
Total
49
Table 3: Mobile Artifacts by University Size

[0.54]
44
(41.92)
[0.1]
50

83
99

As Table 4 below shows, mobile device artifacts could take several different forms.
Most often, for national institutions, this was a stand-alone artifact specifically
addressing mobile device security (8 out of the 10 artifacts found). In the case of
regional universities, 4 out of the 6 artifacts located were contained within the
general computer security artifact; one was a standalone mobile device artifact and
one was in more of a pamphlet form prescribing how to ‘stay safe’ with your mobile
device.
Total
Total
National Regional
Schools Schools TOTAL
Mobile subsumed within general IT security
artifact
1
4
5
Artifact covering personally owned laptops,
other devices
1
0
1
Specific mobile device artifact
8
1
9
"Stay safe" online pamphlet
0
1
1
Total artifacts/other references to mobile
security found
10
6
16
Table 4: Mobile Security Artifact Sources
H2: Mobile device security artifacts of national institutions will list more security
artifacts than those of regional institutions. (NOT SUPPORTED)
The sizes of the samples being compared, i.e., n=6 and n=10 does not lend itself
well to statistical analysis. Nevertheless, a Mann-Whitney-U test (a non-parametric
test to compare two independent samples) was used to compare the total number of
security considerations per artifact for national institutions vs. regional institutions.
The z-score was 0.5423, giving a p=0.29 which, not surprisingly, is not significant.
Other than the fact that it appears that national universities are more likely to have
standalone mobile device security artifacts than regional schools, no other
differences between them were found.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Smartphones have rapidly proliferated across all aspects of society, as has their
commonplace use for personal, academic, and professional tasks. This necessitates
proper consideration for the physical security of these devices, the protection of the
data that resides on them, and the protection of the data that they access. This
infusion of mobile technology raises concerns for business organizations, for they
must address, among other modes of data access, the prevalent BYOD
phenomenon. Oftentimes, businesses are unaware that personal devices are even
being used to access company information, which is an important business asset
that “requires special protection (Mesquida et al., 2015).”
In addition to the business world, institutions of higher education must grapple with
the saturation of college campuses with mobile devices, and the impact that the
routine use of these devices has on the security of university data and university
systems. Patten and Harris (2013) proposed integrating mobile security education
into the IT curriculum to help educate current students who will become future IT
professionals. In so doing, colleges will help secure data access on their systems
and will help the businesses that employ their students and graduates maintain a
more secure environment. Educating educators also becomes a priority if
information security is to be accomplished in academia. Commencing with
establishing specific security parameters, a proper organizational culture must be
developed and propagated. Once promulgated, knowledge of and adherence to
appropriate security measures and practices could become more of the norm.
The extant research literature is consistent in that information security is a major
concern (Montesdioca & Macada 2015; Harris et al., 2016b) and that security
artifacts are needed to advise constituents on appropriate security behavior and
practices when using mobile devices. “Two of the most important documents for
ensuring the effective deployment of information systems and technologies within
the modern business enterprise are the strategic information systems plan (SISP)
and the information security artifact (Doherty & Fulford, 2006).” However, the
current study clearly shows that universities are lagging dangerously behind the
technology in devising, disseminating, and enforcing germane security artifacts.
Very few universities have security artifacts publicly available on their websites,
and of these, even fewer actually contain provisions specifically for mobile device
security. The efficacy of any non-online artifacts that may be available is arguable,
for stakeholders are most likely not even aware of their existence. Mobile device
security artifacts should be readily accessible online, include detailed
required/recommended security measures in elementary, easily-comprehendible
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language and should embed links to detailed instructions for implementing the
appropriate security procedures on a mobile device (e.g., how to set a passcode,
how to enable encryption, how to set up the phone for automatic updates if not
already preprogrammed, how to enable ‘find my phone’, etc.). Of the 100 security
artifacts that were researched in this study, a few were complete, easy to read, and
included useful links. These artifacts could be used as guidelines and springboards,
omitting the need for others to “reinvent the wheel.”
The present exploratory study was limited only to the artifacts that could be located
online for the participating universities. Given the dearth of these artifacts, an
extensive statistical analysis was not feasible. While it behooves institutions of
higher education to avail their mobile security artifact online, it is possible that
some universities have artifacts in existence that were not posted online. A future
research study may extend the current work to include these artifacts as well.
Vital, unanswered questions for practitioners and educators to explore as future
research may be the intrinsic reasons for the deficiency of established mobile device
security artifacts. We suspect the absence of such documents does not result from
a dereliction of due diligence but rather is an unfortunate effect of time and cost
constraints. The situation may be further exacerbated due to a lack of expertise
within the organization, a lack of support from upper management, or possibly, a
lack of recognition and acknowledgement of the severity of the situation that has
resulted from the unstoppable assimilation of mobile technology.
Another avenue for future research is to quantify the costs associated with the
development of a comprehensive security artifact. A good security artifact requires
an understanding of and a meticulous enumeration of the possible risks of mobile
device usage, and a well-constructed response to each possible infraction. The
creation of such an exhaustive artifact requires communication and prioritization of
security solutions among IT personnel and its publication implies adamant
commitment from upper management. Artifacts provide a place of reference for
both IT personnel and users. When users follow artifacts, the increase in compliance
can decrease the number of security incidents and decrease litigation as well.
Research providing concrete examples in the form of case studies where security
artifacts have altered negative outcomes would present a convincing argument in
their favor.
Finally, another future research direction could evaluate the potency and efficacy
of implemented security artifacts. Previous research (Jones and Heinrichs, 2012;
Jones & Chin, 2015) suggests a significant lack of compliance among university
students to security artifact recommendations. Research exploring behavioral
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patterns and including suggestions for increasing compliance to security procedures
would prove valuable.
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